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Joint Session with the Latin American Region
Usually in the course of its six year term, the 
Oblate General Council holds a joint session with 
each of the fi ve regions of the Congregation. This 
event allows the Central Government to know 
better the realities and the characteristics of each 
part of the family of de Mazenod. It also gives 
the major superiors the opportunity to dialogue 
directly with the members of the General 
Administration concerning the missionary 
challenges of their region.

The meeting with the Interprovincial Conference 
of Latin America (CIAL) took place in Brazil, 
in Sao Paulo, on September 1-5, at the Santa 
Monica Center, a beautiful hotel belonging to the 
Augustinian Congregation. Each member of the 
General Council arrived there after having visited 
one or two Units of the region. These visits helped 
them to understand better the multiracial context 
of Oblate life in this part of the world.

The fi rst two days were reserved for separate 
meetings of the Central Government and CIAL; 
the joint session took the fi nal three days. The 
theme chosen was: “The Oblate mission in Latin 
America in the light of Aparecida,” the fi nal 
document of the 5th General Conference of the 
Bishops of Latin America and the Caribbean 
(13-31 May, 2007).

With a total of 471 members of whom 65% are 
of Latin American origin, this region has many 
challenges, including the evangelization of the most 
abandoned poor, Oblate formation, involvement in 
Justice and Peace, and ministry with youth.

The joint session itself began on September 3. 
There was no opening speech or special ritual! 
Undoubtedly something which refl ects a typically 
South American style.

In the morning, the Brazilian professor Luiz 
Eduardo W. Wanderley spoke of the situation in 
South America. Speaking of internal and external 
challenges, he paid considerable attention to the 
phenomenon of globalization in its economic, 
political, cultural and social dimensions. On 
the positive side, globalization is a blessing for 
the world. To make the case, it is suffi cient to 
consider the communications explosion (the 
media, the Internet, mobile telephones…). At the 
same time, its negative effects are a real tragedy, 
with the exclusion of the poor and a source of 
many forms of discrimination.

The professor also explained the different forms 
of democracy which many countries are in the 
process of learning: political, economic (sharing 
of wealth), social (sharing in decision-making), 
and democracy modeled after family life. A good 
democracy is one which, inspired by the model 
of family life, gives value to a dialogue among 
different cultures and respects each one. That is 
the deep meaning of the inculturation so often 
recommended by the Church.

In the afternoon, the out-going president of the 
region, José Manuel CICUÉNDEZ, superior of 
Venezuela (his newly elected successor is Miguel 
FRITZ, provincial of Paraguay), presented a 
synthesis of Oblate life in Latin America, using 
information provided by each Unit.

As usual, the second day of the joint session 
began with morning prayer focused on the word 
“Missionaries.” After a reading of a letter of 
the Founder about the reasons for the mission 
Ad Gentes (Letter to Fr. Ricard, December 6, 
1851), the participants were invited to fi nd one 
word which describes the actual situation of each 
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country where we are present in this region, to 
write that word on a piece of paper and to affi x 
it on the country in question on the two maps 
placed in the chapel. Then, after the fashion of a 
prayer of the faithful, each of those who took part 
in this exercise (the major superiors) explained 
the sense of the chosen word.

Here is their message in a few words: Brazil: 
Vitality of the mission; Bolivia: Missionary 
disciples; Colombia: Liberty and peace; Cuba: 
Solidarity and justice; Guatemala: Indigenous; 
Haiti: Security; Mexico: Reconciliation and order 
in society; Paraguay: New hope; Peru: Justice, 
peace and the integrity of creation; Uruguay: To 
start over and be daring in all things; Venezuela: 
Patience. Representatives from other Units were 
not present at the session.

The rest of the day was reserved for the 
presentation of the Aparecida document by the 
regional mission committee and for further study 
in smaller groups. Father Gregorio IRIARTE and 
his team presented a general outline of the document 
whose principal objective is to make known the true 
face of God as revealed by Jesus Christ.

The most important part was a refl ection on 
the impact of this document on the life of the 
Oblates. It appears that the Aparecida document 
is in perfect harmony with our Constitutions and 
Rules. Oblates can fi nd themselves in it without 
major diffi culty. Nevertheless, the document has 
its limitations. The biggest criticism is about the 
title “Disciples and missionaries.” By vocation, 
every disciple is a missionary since God always 
calls for the mission.

In the afternoon, the General Administration 
presented its message for the region. The 
ideas presented by the Superior General and 
three other members of the council included 
an affirmation of the strong points of the 
region (personnel, formation, mission); some 
challenges (personnel, formation, mission, 
election procedures, restructuring, fi nances); 
some suggestions (mission, formation, fi nances) and 
some priorities. The four priorities are the following: 
to prepare qualifi ed formators; to avoid the scattering 
of the missionaries (distance from each other); to 
promote local fund raising while respecting the 

assets; and an exchange of missionaries (sending 
missionaries out of the region.)

Finally, in the evening, the members of CIAL 
had a dialogue with the Central Government 
concerning the restructuring possibilities 
proposed by the General Committee on 
Government as called for by the General Chapter 
of 2004. Should one speak of restructuring or 
of federation? Should the Units reorganize in 
function of the number of members or according 
to cultural sensitivities? What would be the role 
of a permanent secretariat? What is happening 
in other parts of the Congregation? So many of 
the questions refl ected a fear of the new.

On the last day of the session, morning prayer 
focused on the word “Oblates” of Mary Immaculate. 
While emphasizing the place of Mary, our Mother, in 
our missionary life, the discussion of the Aparecida 
document continued.

The remaining half of this closing day was given 
over to small group work and a summarizing 
of that work in a plenary session. There were 
also individual evaluations of the meeting and 
a closing Mass presided by the new president 
of the region, Miguel Fritz. The questions 
discussed in the small groups consisted 
essentially in discerning the new challenges 
of the Latin American region in the light of 
all that had been said during this session, and 
in naming the themes that should be given 
further consideration in the next three years. 
It was a way of giving a clear mandate to the 
new executive team.

The refl ection groups indicated several subjects 
of regional interest which the executive team 
will be able to turn into priorities for the benefi t 
of the region. Here are some of the themes that 
came up frequently: first and continuing 
formation of Oblates;  community l ife; 
individual and communal conversion; Oblate 
identity; the promotion and formation of laity; 
restructuring; the consolidation of formation 
houses; and collaboration with other regions. 
(Jean-Bosco MUSUMBI General Councillor 
in his blog: http://www.ayaas.net/cial08/
jsession.htm where one can find the complete 
text of his reflections in French.)
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General Administration

FORMATION PORTFOLIO
Session for formators in Aix

The birthplace of the Congregation in Aix en 
Provence was a fitting milieu for a session 
designated as “ongoing formation” for formators, 
from August 2 – 28. Representing twenty-fi ve 
different countries, there were 23 participants and 
11 support staff (translators and animators).

They began by immersing themselves in the life of 
the Founder and the birth of the Congregation, aided 
by Frank SANTUCCI of the Centre de Mazenod. 

The next eight days of the experience provided 
helpful insights for formators around the topics 
of Pastoral Formation, Theological Refl ection, 
Leadership, and Supervision.  Guiding these 
refl ective days were Lorraine Sainte Marie and 
Luc TARDIF, both from St. Paul University in 
Ottawa, Canada.

During the third week of the program, Paul 
DECOCK, from St. Joseph’s Theological 
Institute in Cedara, South Africa, spoke of the 
intellectual formation of Oblates. His rich 
background in both formation and academics 
enriched the group concerning this necessary 
and fundamental aspect of formation.

The last three days again focused on the person 
of Eugene de Mazenod, as Pastor and Bishop 
of Marseilles. Bernard DULLIER gave several 
conferences and led the group on a tour of the 
cathedral of Marseille and other important sites 
in that historic city.

In some ways, the rhythm of life for the session 
was after the pattern of a typical house of 
formation, beginning with Morning Prayer at 
7:30, classes, “siesta time,” more classes, and 
evening Eucharist. On the weekends, there was 
the opportunity for relaxation and visits to the 
surrounding area.

The session was organized by Paolo ARCHIATI, 
the Assistant General who is in charge of the 
Formation Portfolio for the General Council. 

(Thanks to Tom HORAN [USA] and Jack 
HERKLOTZ [OMI LACOMBE])

OBLATES AND LAY ASSOCIATES 
COMMISSION
Trying to defi ne terms

Meeting for the second time at the General House 
on June 2-5, the Oblates and Lay Associates 
Commission, mandated by the 2004 General 
Chapter, continued to work toward a consensus, 
not only in the very nature of the term “Oblate 
Associates” but also in how to give adequate 
formation, not only to the laity who wish to 
associate themselves with the Oblates, but also 
to Oblates in recognizing the role of the laity as 
collaborators in our mission.

At their 2007 meeting, the Commission had 
proposed that “Oblate Partners in Mission” 
(Partenaires Oblats en Mission – Socios Oblatos 
en Misión) would serve as an “umbrella” term 
that would cover all of the different groups of 
laity that identify with the Oblate family. After 
using that terminology for the past year, they 
have discovered that in some parts of the Oblate 
world, the word “partners” evokes primarily the 
idea of “fund-raising” whereas “Oblate Family” 
or “Mazenodian Family” better describes the 
prevailing relationship between Oblates and Lay 
Associates: all belong to the same family but with 
complementary tasks and functions. There is a 
need to recognize and appreciate the diversity of 
groups that form the “Family.”

Part of the Commission’s work this year was 
to give a cohesive definition to that part of 
the Oblate Family commonly called “Lay 
Oblate Associates” in many countries. They 
named certain “principles” that should underlie 
the formation of any group of Lay Oblate 
Associates:

That the complementarity of the vocation • 
of the Oblate and the Lay Oblate Associate 
be recognized and affi rmed.
That the laity respect the charism as lived • 
by professed Oblates and that professed 
Oblates respect the Lay Vocation.
That the ideal is not a common life but a • 
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common structure for communion.
That structures be elastic yet visible, • 
organized and capable of providing support 
and animation for the groups.
That structures be directed towards evangelizing, • 
planning and evaluating together.

Mindful of these principles, the Commission 
proposes a simple structure for meetings of the 
Oblate Lay Associates:

1. A monthly meeting that includes time for:
-Prayer
-formation in the charism of St. Eugene

-community building
-sharing of ministries

2. An annual retreat to ensure a deeper 
formation in the Oblate charism.

In the course of their June meeting, the Commission 
also heard presentations from Fr. General, Fr. 
Oswald FIRTH, and Fr. Frank SANTUCCI. They 
were able to get a view of what some other religious 
communities are doing when they heard from Sr. 
Winifreda Wasalathanthri of the Sisters of the Holy 
Family of Bordeaux and from Fr. Manuel Ginete 
of the Vincentians.

Latin America

BOLIVIA
Oblate killed by motorcycle

On August 30, Fr. Gerardo LECLAIRE was hit 
by a motorcycle as he was crossing a street in 
Santa Cruz where he was parochial vicar in San 
Martín de Porres Parish. He died a couple hours 
later in a hospital. “Padre Gerardo,” a native of 
Manitoba in Canada, received his fi rst obedience 
to Bolivia in 1963, the year of his ordination to the 
priesthood in Rome. Besides the various pastoral 
ministries he exercised in Bolivia, he served from 
1979 to 1983 as personal secretary to the Superior 
General, Fr. Fernand JETTÉ. Many Oblates knew 
him as a translator and on the secretarial team for 
several General Chapters.

Those who knew Gerardo recall his dedication 
and his determination in everything he undertook. 
Gifted with an extraordinary memory, as a scholastic 
in Rome, he would listen to a homily or talk by the 
Superior General, Fr. Léo DESCHÂTELETS, and 
then, during siesta time, he would go to his room 
and write it down, word for word. Often, he would 
make available copies of the talk in French, English 
and even German. When speaking with someone he 
knew from the past, he would surprise them with 
little details of conversations they had had some 30 
and 40 years before.

In an affectionate tribute after his death, his 
Oblate provincial, Fr. Guillermo SILES, wrote: 
“He was a person who valued confi dentiality, 
so much did he respect persons in their intimate 
selves. He was like ‘a tomb.’  Many came to him, 

just to talk and hear his advice. He never betrayed 
this trust. He loved being a mentor, so much so 
that he was the spiritual director of many young 
persons…

“…he loved to speak about the Word of God, 
with passion and with wisdom. I would say that 
he identifi ed with St. Paul. For that reason, he 
frequently referred to the epistles of St. Paul, 
so much so that he gave us the impression that 
he knew by heart all the details of those letters. 
That was not the case, but he did always have 
a Bible nearby: it was his working tool. Just as 
St. Paul received the call to deliver a message 
of salvation, he had to do the same….

“Gerardo was very happy as a missionary in 
Bolivia. He spent time in almost all the Oblate 
missions in Bolivia: in Cochabamba, in the mines, 
in La Paz, and in Santa Cruz. His apostolic zeal 
led him to dedicate himself fully to the people; 
he was always ready to help them…. 

The family was his greatest pastoral interest. 
With his family apostolate, he devoted his time 
and patience so that households might grow 
and advance in the love of God. He was never 
stingy with his time in this simple and dedicated 
ministry. For that reason, many remember him 
today as their friend; one who, besides being 
with them as a shepherd, also sent them greetings 
for their wedding anniversaries and birthdays. 
He wanted to give his time to the people so that 
they would stay together. Because of that, many 
families have beautiful memories of him.”
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One might say that Gerardo came from an “Oblate 
family.” His brother, Fr. Roland LECLAIRE is 
the former librarian at St. Paul University and 
currently lives in Deschâtelets Residence in 
Ottawa. Another brother, René LECLAIRE, died 
tragically in July of 1942, along with fi ve other 
Oblate scholastics, in a drowning accident near 
the Oblates’ summer villa.

PARAGUAY
The 50th anniversary of the Christ the King 
Chapel at the Central House

August 1934: Bolivian troops retreat from the 
region of Esteros. The Missionary Oblates 
stay and welcome, not without some fear, 
the Paraguayan army. Three months later, the 
mission is considered “Paraguayan.” 

From that time on, it was deemed necessary 
to have a place in the capital of Asunción. 
The first Oblate to arrive there was Brother 
José FLECKENSTEIN (November 1934). The 
Apostolic Prefect, Fr. Walter VERVOORT (who 
would become the fi rst bishop of the Vicariate 
in 1950) invited back the missionary Enrique 
BREUER, who had had to go back to Germany, 
just as his predecessor did, because of problems 
with the Bolivian authorities.

From 1937 on, we fi nd Fr. Breuer in Asunción in 
a rented house. In 1943, he constructed a “well-built 
house, in good taste, within a marvelous garden” 
(so says the report of the visitation of 1949) – the 
beginning of the present Central House.

In 1956, Rome gave permission to construct a 
chapel. The following year, they were able to add 
on to the Central House, giving it space for ten 
missionaries. There was a small chapel, but they 
saw the need for a semi-public chapel that could 
also serve as a German parish. Until that time, Fr. 
Luis MOCK was celebrating a Mass for Germans 
every Sunday in the cathedral. Since Villa Morra, 
outside of the capital, could be reached by tram 
and by bus, many Germans lived in that area, so 
it seemed to be an ideal spot.

They began construction in June of 1958. On 
November 23, Feast of Christ the King, the 
auxiliary of the archdiocese, Bishop Anibal 

Maricevich, consecrated “Christ the Redeemer” 
Chapel, since the archbishop was in Rome at the 
time. The two bells, donated by a German, rang 
out the invitation to the fi esta. “All the German 
Catholics” and many friends and acquaintances 
were present, including the German ambassador. 
The Oblates sang in four voices (in German) 
and Fr. Enrique FRANZ preached. The bishop 
thanked the Oblates for the building where, from 
that time on, Mass would always be celebrated 
“for the need of souls.” Afterwards, there were 
“light refreshments” with “abundant drinks, 
pastries, and cakes.”

And now we have the joy of sending out an 
invitation to celebrate the golden jubilee of this 
chapel, on the eve of the Feast of Christ the 
King. On Saturday, November 22, 2008, at 7 
p.m., Archbishop Pastor Cuquejo will celebrate 
a televised Mass. Afterwards, there will be “light 
refreshments.” (Miguel FRITZ)

BOLIVIA
Workshop-Course for Formators from Latin 
America and the Caribbean

From July 2-29, the formators from Latin America 
and the Caribbean came together in the city of 
Cochabamba, Bolivia, for a workshop-course 

Seventeen formators and three scholastics took 
part in the session. Also present were Paolo 
ARCHIATI, second Assistant General and 
responsible for formation in the Congregation; 
Frank SANTUCCI, member of the team at the 
motherhouse; and Gregorio IRIARTE.

The course was divided into four parts:
In the fi rst part, while Paolo Archiati was 1. 
there, there was sharing on the present 
reality of formation in the various provinces. 
Then, with the help of Paolo, there was an 
analytical study of the Congregation and 
the Region.
In the second part, with the help of Frank 2. 
Santucci, the participants refl ected on the 
essential elements of the Oblate charism in 
formation. They also held a retreat day.
In the third part, they reviewed the work of the 3. 
Region concerning fundamental principles 
of Oblate formation in Latin America and 
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the Caribbean; they completed this task by 
refl ecting on the area of academics.
In the fourth part, assisted by Gregorio 4. 
Iriarte and two other presenters, they took 
the time to learn about and endorse some 
important tools for the accompaniment of 
those in Oblate formation.

At the end of this meeting, they stated that the 
experience had been very positive because 

they shared a fraternal atmosphere of common 
work and interests. They also appreciated two 
important moments of contact with the Province 
of Bolivia: during the Oblate provincial assembly 
and the visit to the parish of St. Eugene de 
Mazenod. The help and collaboration of Father 
Alberto HUAMÁN and the community of the 
post-novitiate for Bolivia and Peru, Bolper, were 
exceptional and facilitated the dynamic of the 
meeting. (Ariel MARTÍNEZ)

Asia-Oceania

JAFFNA
Orphans forced to move

On July 30, Father General received the 
following e-mail message from Fr. Paul 
Mariampillai NADCHETHIRAM, Provincial 
of the Jaffna Province in Sri Lanka, where the 
war continues to wreak havoc, this time on the 
lives of orphaned children.

Warmest Greetings to you from Jaffna where life 
is becoming very hard and uncertain. Last week I 
visited all our Oblates in the Wanni districts in their 
parishes and institutions. Wanni district is the area 
under LTTE control and now the Sri Lankan forces 
are engaged in an intensifi ed military operation to 
regain that control. Naturally more casualties are 
being infl icted on the innocent civilians.

The matter I want to keep you informed about 
concerns our Anpaham Orphanage at Mulankavil 
in the Kilinochchi district. There are 45 little ones, 
both male and female, mostly tsunami and war 
victims. Most of them don't have both parents. 
Fr. Francis LOSHINGTON is the Director; he 
has three staff members. Five days ago, they 
got displaced to Akkarayankulam ( 50 km) due 
to heavy shelling and artillery fi re. The military 
operation has been taking place just 6 km away 
from our orphanage and the forces are advancing 
towards Mulankavil. 
Leaving everything, (about 50 acres) land 
and property, they just left for safety. Father 
Loshington informs me that they are living on 
the road sides under the trees and the little ones 
are traumatized. 

Practically all the people of that area are 

displaced towards the town of Kilinochchi. Fr. 
Peduru ARULNATHAN, who was the pastor 
at Thevanpiddy in the Mannar diocese, was 
displaced, together with his parishioners, and 
is staying with one of our Oblates, Emmanuel 
ARULANANDAM at Akkarayankulam. The 
situation is very bad and lots of casualties are 
expected. In most cases the victims are innocent 
civilians. There are seven Oblates in the region 
and I have instructed them during my visit to stay 
together as much as possible and to collaborate 
with one another when special demands arise.

We want Peace with Justice. Our people want 
equal rights to live as any other human beings, 
with dignity. No International communities seem 
to understand the real problem of our wounded 
people. Deaths and destruction are beyond our 
power to endure and they continue unabated. 
There is no other way for us to go except to 
our Heavenly Father who knows all our needs; 
who can give us real peace; who can liberate 
us from the clutches of violence and who can 
give us life in abundance. That is our hope and 
Prayer. We are all ready for Peace but who is to 
bell the cat?

PHILIPPINES
Archbishop Quevedo implores government 
and MILF to stop fi ghting 

(UCAN) Archbishop Orlando QUEVEDO of 
Cotabato has urged government and Moro Islamic 
Liberation Front (MILF) peace negotiators to stop 
fi ghting that has displaced thousands of villagers 
in southern Philippines. The Oblate archbishop 
sent a text message with that plea to members 
of negotiating panels of the Government of the 
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Republic of the Philippines (GRP) and the MILF 
on the morning of Aug. 12. 

As of 6:00 p.m. the day before, the National 
Disaster Coordinating Council (NDCC) reported 
that 159,123 persons in six towns of northern 
Cotabato and two towns of Shariff Kabunsuan 
province had been affected by clashes that 
erupted on Aug. 10 between government troops 
and a "defi ant" MILF faction. 

Archbishop Quevedo told UCA News he sent his 
message to both panels in text messages to mobile 
phones, "the fastest way possible." He declined 
to name his contacts on the panels, but shared his 
message with UCA News. It says: "In the name 
of our one Merciful and Benefi cent God, for the 
sake of peace, and on behalf of the thousands 
upon thousands of Muslim, Christian and lumad 
(indigenous people) evacuees, with little food 
to eat, I urgently appeal to the GRP and MILF." 
He asked the MILF "to return to their original 
camps," and GRP to "cease fi ring so that the 
MILF can return in peace." The prelate implored 
negotiators to let the "suffering" evacuees "return 
to the peace of their homes." 

MILF has been fighting since the 1970s for 
an Islamic state in traditional Moro (Filipino 
Muslims) areas, mostly in Mindanao, the 
southern Philippines region, and it is negotiating 
peace with the Philippine government. 

Peace negotiators had been ready to sign a 
Memorandum of Agreement defi ning territories 
to be placed under a Moro juridical entity until 
government offi cials in Mindanao petitioned the 
Supreme Court to suspend the action. The court 
temporarily suspended the signing, and ordered 
the Offi ce of the Solicitor General to furnish it 
and all parties in the two petitions with offi cial 
copies of the document by Aug. 8. 

According to an Aug. 11 press release from 
Presidential Peace Adviser Hermogenes Esperon 
Jr., "some defi ant MILF rebels" under Ameril 
Umbra (alias Kato) "forcibly occupied" areas 
bordering Aleosan, Midsayap and Pikit towns 
in Cotabato, Esperon said government forces 
"went into action" on Aug. 10 after Kato's forces 
refused to leave the area, despite orders from 

MILF headquarters, and Philippine Air Force 
planes and helicopter gunships bombed those 
forces in Pikit, Cotabato. 
He also reported that Interior and Local 
Government Secretary Ronaldo Puno issued an 
ultimatum to MILF forces to leave the area by 10 
a.m. on Aug. 8, or the military and police would 
"take punitive action." After Puno's ultimatum, 
"many" MILF rebels left the area, except for 
Kato's group, Esperon stated. 

MILF spokesman Eid Kabalu said in a local radio 
interview on Aug. 10 that Kato is commander 
of the MILF's 105th Base Command. Kato 
reportedly claims his forces were on their way 
out of their marshy areas in Cotabato when 
government soldiers and militia fi red at them on 
Aug. 8.  The day before Archbishop Quevedo's 
appeal, amid the reverberating sound of gunfi re, 
about 20 children in Pikit's Takepan Elementary 
School cried in chorus as mothers shouted in 
Cebuano, the local language, "Get on the fl oor! 
Pray! Don't shout!" They were among 80 people 
seeking refuge in the school. 

Outside, Bantay Ceasefire (ceasefire watch) 
herded other evacuees, including nursing 
mothers carrying babies, across a national 
highway toward a basketball court to seek 
cover behind a concrete wall while the armies 
exchanged fi re. Bantay Ceasefi re is a volunteer 
group of Christians, Muslims and indigenous 
people monitoring the cease-fi re between the 
government and MILF. Rexall Kaalim, its 
coordinator, phoned Immaculate Conception 
Parish and the Local Government Unit asking 
for help because Takepan School is "not safe" 
due to clashing forces nearby. 

Oblate Father Eduardo VASQUEZ of Immaculate 
Conception arrived before noon with two Pikit 
municipality trucks to bring the evacuees to the 
parish gym. He told UCA News the evacuees' 
priority needs are tarpaulin or plastic laminated 
sacks for temporary shelter, as well as rice and 
cooking utensils. The parish gym hosted some 
early evacuees and "will try to accommodate" 
others whom the town welfare and development 
office would not serve, he said. Cotabato 
archdiocese serves Cotabato City, parts of 
Cotabato province and all of Sultan Kudarat 
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and Maguindanao provinces. About 5.15 percent 
of its 1,240,137 people are Catholics. Most of 
the rest are Muslims. (August 12, 2008 PIKIT, 
Philippines www.ucanews.com)

INDIA
25 years at Andhra Pradesh

The Oblates in India have celebrated with joy 
and satisfaction their 25 years of presence at 
St. Joseph’s Parish in Andhra Pradesh. The 
parishioners and the Oblates spent a year 
preparing for the jubilee, with prayer and 
catechesis, culminating in a festive celebration on 
the feast of St. Eugene de Mazenod, May 21.

Over the years, the Oblates have worked 
tirelessly to make Christianity truly “good news” 
to the people in this area of Southern India. It was 
the fi rst mission of the Indian Oblates outside of 
the state of Tamil Nadu.

The people are poor agricultural laborers. Most 
of them do not possess their own land. They 
mainly depend on the rich landlords for their 
daily sustenance. 

Besides the regular sacramental and pastoral care 
of the people, the Oblates focused their attention 
on certain social issues affecting the people of 
the region. One of their principal goals was to 

empower women. For this, they cooperated 
with governmental and non-governmental 
organizations to emancipate the poor women 
from the control of such social evils as the dowry, 
the beating of wives, child-labor, child marriage, 
and the exploitation of women and children.

Since 75% of the people were illiterate, awareness 
programs, street plays, and health/hygiene camps 
were periodically conducted. Thanks to the 
bishops, the local priests and the religious sisters 
who supported the Oblates in their efforts from 
the very beginning, the Oblates can state that 
they have educated the people regarding the 
effects of child marriage and child labor. No 
more child marriages take place in that region. 
They continue to seek solutions to the problem 
of child labor which is still present here and there 
due to poverty and density of population. They 
have also formed small savings and self-help 
groups in the mission. By doing all these needed 
socio-pastoral activities, the Oblates believe that 
they are fulfi lling the mission and vision of their 
Founder, St. Eugene De Mazenod. "Awareness of 
our shortcomings humbles us, yet God's power 
makes us confi dent as we strive to bring all 
people - especially the poor to full consciousness 
of their dignity as human beings and as sons and 
daughters of God” (CC.8). (from BORN Bharath 
Oblate Regional News, April-June 2008)

Europe

FRANCE
Documentary about Father Albini

France 3 Corse, France 3 Méditerranée and 
GB Prod present “Padre Albini, the travelogue 
of a missionary,” (French title: « Padre Albini, 
Carnets de route d’un missionnaire ») a 52 
minute documentary written and produced by 
François-Aimé Arrighi.

Through numerous testimonies and the reading 
of letters from the era interpreted by the actor 
Robin Renucci, this documentary calls to mind 
the journey of a missionary priest, Oblate of 
Mary Immaculate, in the Corsica of the fi rst half 
of the 19th century. At that time in its history, the 
island inhabitants were greatly infl uenced by the 

“vendetta” (revenge) and its subsequent dramas.

Between testimonies and narration, the fi lm helps 
us better know the journey of the man whom 
they commonly call “The Apostle of Corsica.” 
Through his correspondence, he draws us into 
the day by day life in the diffi cult missions he 
conducts in the remotest villages of the island. 

For 52 minutes, we are introduced to a man 
marked by God, whose preaching was inspiring 
and whom many of his contemporaries considered 
a miracle-worker.

Father Charles-Dominique ALBINI dedicated 
himself entirely to these missions until he died 
of exhaustion on May 20, 1839.
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This documentary takes us on a journey in time, 
between the past and the present, to discover the 
extraordinary legacy this exceptional religious 
left as a memorial.

The Christians around Vico gather every year 
to honor the memory of Venerable Padre 
Albini during a pilgrimage to the Convent 
of St. Francis. Many claim special graces 
obtained through his intercession.

ROMANIA
World Youth Day from a distance

On the evening of  July 13, the Oblates stood 
in front of the door of their house with bread, 
salt and wine. This Romanian welcoming ritual 
was in honor of the young members of the 
“Costruire” [To build] Youth Movement, arriving 
from Fiesole, Italy, accompanied by Fr. Antonio 
D’AMORE. The next day, during a question and 
answer session, the newly arrived guests were 
introduced to their missionary experience.

The rest of the young people, in all twenty of 
them between 15 and 20 years old, arrived 
on July 15 from Câmpulung Muşcel, Piteşti, 
Slatina, Râmnicu Vâlcea and Târgu Jiu. After 
lunch, there was an effort to communicate in 
a veritable jumble of languages: Romanian, 
English, German, Spanish, and a little Italian. 
Obviously, hand gestures became the most 
understood language.

Beginning on Wednesday, July 16, there were 
workshops in theater, dance and painting to 
prepare for Saturday. The common theme for 
every workshop was that of the World Youth 
Day in Sidney: “You shall be my witnesses.” 
In order to stay in touch with Sidney, everyday 
before supper, there was a video recap of what 
was happening there. Each day concluded with 
games and, before everyone went to bed, there 
was evening prayer and a get-together to share 
the experiences of the day.

On Saturday morning, July 19, the participants 
followed the program of World Youth Day in 
Sidney. A hike in the nearby woods symbolized 
the pilgrimage of the youth in Australia toward 
Randwick Racecourse and  Centennial Park 

where the main events of WYD took place. 
During the hike in the woods, there was a 
Penitential Service and the Way of the Cross. 
Upon arriving back at the camp, it was possible 
to follow on television a half-hour of the vigil 
with the Pope. Then, in the afternoon, there 
was a presentation of the results of the various 
workshops. After sunset, during evening prayer, 
there was a period of Eucharistic Adoration, just 
as happened at the WYD vigil.

Saturday night was very “brief.” In order to watch 
the Pope on live television, there was Mass at 3:30 
a.m. on Sunday, after which everyone was in front 
of the big screen to see the celebration in Sidney.

After breakfast, it was time to leave, but not 
everyone went straight home. On such a long day, 
there was always time for something more. The 
young visitors from Italy went touring in the city of 
Braşov.  Those who could manage it got a few hours 
of sleep. (OMIROMANIA, August 18, 2008)

GERMANY
A new “come and see” house in Mainz

The Oblates recently published in German 
Church newspapers the following notice: 
“Do you want to become a priest and need to 
fi nish your exams for graduation?” The notice 
is an invitation for possible future Oblates to 
“come and see.” In September, the Oblates will 
launch a new house of studies where young 
men considering a vocation to priesthood and 
religious life might live in an Oblate community 
as they fi nish their secondary studies. The new 
experimental community is located in Mainz next 
to the Provincial House (Oblatenkloster). 

There  i s  a l r eady  such  a  communi ty 
(Nikolauskloster) in the diocese of Aachen. 
The new house of studies is not meant to be in 
competition with the that one, but it is mean 
simply to offer the opportunity for young men to 
continue their education in some of the quality 
educational institutions in Mainz, as well as take 
advantage of the services and Oblate contacts 
available at the Provincial House. 

Fr. Heinrich MAYER will be in charge of the 
program. The fi rst students probably will not 
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arrive until 2009. The province administration 
felt that this new effort is keeping with the Oblate 
tradition of “leaving nothing undared.”

ITALY
“A las cinco de la tarde”

Some Latin Americans are sitting on the steps of 
the Palace of the Eagles, the city hall of Palermo, 
waiting for the opening of the church of St. 
Catherine “a las cinco de la tarde” (5:00 p.m.). 

And as the sun sets over the dome of the church of 
St. Nicholas of Tolentino, Piazza Bellini is fi lled 
with color. They are just a few of the colors of 
the rainbow of people present in the city. Many 
African women, wrapped in their most colorful 
robes, hold their children by the hand. But there are 
also women from Sri Lanka, Albania, Argentina, 
the Islands of Cape Verde, from Mauritius, as 
well as Italians and Filipinas. There are men from 
Ghana, Sudan, the Ivory Coast, etc. Elian practices 
the “alleluia” with the whole assembly. Slowly 
the church fi lls up. The voices of the children are 
beautiful: it is the song of life!

The Mass is celebrated by three priests who 
come from Italy, Sri Lanka and the Ivory Coast. 
This too is a good sign of internationality. In a 
way, here in church, there is a microcosm of the 
many facets of Italian immigration. There are 
homogenous groups that have come into the 
country through a sort of migration network. 
It seems that in Italy, for every 10 foreigners, 4 
are Europeans, 3 are Africans, 2 are Asians, and 
1 is American. But in Sicily, these statistics are 
quite different: 42.8% come from Africa; 27.3% 
come from Europe; 24.3% come from Asia; 5.3% 
from the Americas; and 0.3% from Oceania. In 
concrete numbers, at the end of 2006, there were 
3,690,000 immigrants living in Italy (51.2% men 
and 48.8% women). Almost 107,000 of them 
were living in Sicily (48.8% women and 16.8% 
minors), equal to 2.1% of the total population. In 
the Province of Palermo, there are about 26,000 
(52% women and 18% minors). It’s a multiethnic 
assortment coming from 152 countries. Here in 
the city, the largest ethnic group comes from 
Sri Lanka (15.2%), followed by those from 
Bangladesh (13%) and Tunisia (9.7%). 

During the Eucharist, there is a very touching 

moment when the mothers offer their children 
to Mary in the month dedicated to her. A special 
blessing of the mothers and their children 
concludes the celebration which, as always, is 
all the more charming because of the songs and 
prayers in the different languages, nine of them. 
The many children present are a refl ection of the 
youthfulness of the immigrants.

In Sicily, there are about 18,000 minors and in 2006, 
there were 1,288 births. There are now about 12,000 
foreign students in Sicilian schools, coming from 
127 nations, that is, 1.3% of the students. On the 
national level, they are at 2.4%.

The image of this group of immigrants that 
fi lls the church is in contrast with the images 
presented by the mass media: images of violence, 
of illegal landings on the coast of Lampedusa, of 
refugee camps. Images of suffering, of anguish, 
of loneliness. Often the negative side is blown out 
of proportion and exaggerated by the media. 

The sense of feeling “invaded” by illegal 
immigrants takes on a new dimension when we 
consider that in 2007, there were about 15,000 
illegal arrivals and in 2006, there were 22,000; 
in 2007, 551 persons perished in their “voyage 
of hope” and in 2006, there were 302. 

The offering to Mary is a religious symbol 
common to all Christians in their different 
cultures. She who has lived that reality knows 
what it is to “migrate” in order to save Him 
who is “the life.” She knows what it means to 
be uprooted from her own land; what it means 
to live in a strange land; to live with danger, 
isolated from her loved ones, in a loneliness that 
is cultural, psychological and social.

We Missionary Oblates of Mary Immaculate, 
along with the Church of Palermo, feel ourselves 
challenged by this phenomenon of immigration. 
Along with our welcoming and hospitality, we 
have developed many types of service to respond 
to the primary needs of the immigrants. Caritas, 
parish centers, groups, associations, volunteers, 
etc.: there has been much movement, often 
not quite coordinated and systematic. There 
are “listening centers;” centers for emergency 
aid and initial welcoming; reading and writing 
courses and scholastic tutoring; centers for legal, 
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fi nancial, and employment counseling; activities 
to promote social and cultural integration. This is 
an commitment that fl ows from the “preferential 
option for the poor” in welcoming strangers 
as persons who are newly arrived, weak and 
defenseless. Sometimes, our choice takes us into 
situations of extreme poverty: in the jails; in tending 
to women forced into prostitution; in concern for 
those who seek political asylum. It is a job that, on 
all fronts, requires of the workers, fi rst of all, but 
also of the whole community, a sort of intense and 
timely training. It is a job that does not “colonize” 
the stranger just because he is in our country, but 
which promotes and develops the cultural riches 
of everyone. Certainly, it is much easier to go the 
route of rejection and hostility, as if to fi nd in every 
one of them an enemy. But the easiest route is not 
always the best route.

The route to take, then, is longer and diffi cult. It 
is the way of cultural conciliation and integration. 
Unfortunately, it is a way rarely taken by the 
dominant culture and the political world, and often, 
it is little valued by the Church. Our intercultural 
celebrations on the third Sunday of every month 
are meant to offer something in the direction of 
integration, bringing together unity and diversity, 
and bringing out the richness of the one faith in 
Him who makes us all into one family. (Sergio 
NATOLI in Missioni OMI 8-9/2008)

Canada-United States

OMI LACOMBE
Queen’s House 50th Anniversary Celebration

On a perfect blue-sky Sunday, June 1, 2008, Oblates, 
Associates and the many friends of Queen's House 
Renewal Center in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, 
gathered for a day of prayer, thanksgiving, feasting 
and celebration in honor of the fi ftieth anniversary 
of the retreat house. There were approximately 350 
people in attendance. Retreatants and volunteers; 
elders who had attended the opening fi fty years 
ago; religious communities and diocesan priests: 
the gathering was family-like and full of enthusiasm 
and gratitude.

For the liturgy, the main celebrant was Fr. Marcel 
DUMAIS, Oblate General Councilor for the 
Canada-US Region. The co-presider, Fr. Andre 
BOYER, Provincial, gave the homily. In his 

homily, Fr. Andy said:

“Friends of Queen’s House, it is clearly not only 
a memory you celebrate today; it is a promise 
as well; your promise and my promise to this 
world in which we walk, a promise that our past 
is prologue, a promise in three parts:

A promise that Christ, in whom we place • 
our deepest trust, be the only model of our 
faith. 
A promise that this faith of ours, penetrated • 
with love, will continually seek more 
profound intelligence, yearning to understand 
the things of God, the people of God, and 
yes, truly the living God. 
A promise that this intelligent faith will not • 
stay sterile, will increasingly be a faith that 
does justice, which looks on each Lazarus at 
your gate with the compassion of Christ.  

UKRAINE
Youth learning to pray

From May 1 to 4, there was an Oblate youth 
gathering organized in Obukhiv. Some 60 
young people, mostly students, from our Oblate 
parishes in Ukraine took part in the meeting. The 
participants learned different kinds of prayer. 
Each day started with Morning Prayer (Lauds). 
In the evening, the youth had the possibility to 
practice a 5-point examination of conscience, 
based on the method of St. Ignatius. 

The daily schedule included Eucharist, group 
sharing, one hour of sports and individual prayer 
with the Word of God. One evening there was 
a camp-fi re and socializing. Fr. Diego SAEZ 
MARTIN held a conference on Blessed Joseph 
Gerard. The young participants watched a fi lm 
about Fr. Alexander Mien (a Russian Orthodox 
priest murdered in 1990), walked the Way of the 
Cross and prayed with songs of Taizé. 

At the closing meeting, a question was posed 
to each one: “Where are you going, Oblate 
youth?” We were looking for a direction to 
follow in the future, listening to the youth and 
to their searches, problems and questions. The 
young people found the gathering in Obukhiv a 
wonderful time during which they were able to 
share their experiences and expectations. 
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I pray with today’s fi rst reading: ‘Choose life so 
that you and your descendants may live. And the 
Lord your God will bless you in this land that 
you are entering to possess.’”

At the end of the liturgy, Queen’s House Director, 
Gisele Bauche, gave closing remarks of gratitude, 
expressing how retreat ministry was wanted 
by the founder, Eugene de Mazenod, from the 
beginning, and giving thanks for all that has been 
for these fi fty years. She said, “It is in light of 
our glance backward and our examination of the 
present, that we can look forward to the future 
with confi dence. Looking at the present we see 
that there is much for which to be grateful. There 
is much that has been entrusted to us. For this 
we not only give thanks, but we ‘do thanks.’ We 
are reminded of the words of Saint Paul: ‘Think 
of us as servants of Christ: stewards entrusted 
with God’s mysteries. It is required of stewards 
that they be found trustworthy.’ We are to take 
these mysteries and intensify them, develop 
them further and multiply them to bring about 
a newness. 

Concretely this means: 
Queen’s House ministry responding to the • 
Gospel to proclaim good news to the poor 
and the marginalized, serving the local 
community fi rst and reaching outward and 
beyond. 
Queen’s House ministry living the mission • 
by fostering a holistic spirituality that 
promotes healing qualities of compassion 
and reconciliation; 
For Queen’s House ministry to live our • 
mission of hospitality and evangelization 
with an ecumenical and multi-faith soul, 
welcoming peoples from all walks of life.
And to strive for a fresh, personal, genuine • 
encounter with Jesus Christ”

Her comments concluded with the Oblate rule: 
“In the Oblate rule we read that ‘Mary received 
Christ in order to share him with all the world, 
whose hope he is. In her we recognize the 
model of the Church’s faith and our own.’ As 
we celebrate fi fty years of retreat ministry and 
prepare for our future may we be inspired by 
Mary and shaped by the power of the Spirit of 
God, both of whom have a prominent place in 
the heart of Queens House ministry.” 

The liturgy was enhanced by colorful processions 
and beautiful music. After the liturgy, everyone 

was entertained by the Aboriginal Hoop Dancers 
from St. Mary’s school, and by the band “The 
Other Side” made up of teachers and principals 
from the Saskatoon Catholic School District. 
Everyone enjoyed a wonderful meal of barbecued 
hamburgers and hotdogs cooked by the Knights 
of Columbus, and salads and desserts provided 
by Queen’s House chef.  (Submitted by Lucie 
Leduc in www.omilacombe.ca)

UNITED STATES
Youth Mission trip in Alaska

“God is out there and he does love us.” This was 
the message from 17-year-old Molly Watkins to 
the Yup’ik Eskimo children of the Alaska Bush. 
In order to spread the Gospel, she and four 
other Catholic teens from the Kenai Peninsula 
fl ew across the state last month to conduct a 
week-long Bible study and retreat for the Native 
Alaskan children in St. Mary’s village.

St. Mary’s – home to about 500 villagers – is 
among a handful of remote communities north 
of the Yukon River, to which groups of Kenai 
teen missionaries have traveled annually for 
eight years.

Joining the teens were: Our Lady of the Angels 
pastor, Oblate of Mary Immaculate Father 
Andrew SENSENIG, Mercy Sister Joyce 
Ross, and catechists Christy Franklin and Barb 
Christian. Jesuit Father Ted Kestler hosted the 
group at the Catholic mission, Church of The 
Nativity.
 
Each day, teen missionaries – the youngest being 
14 – prepared and taught lessons on the Bible 
and the Mass to a group of Kindergarten through 
6th-grade Alaska Native children. At the end of 
the week, the teens hosted an evening retreat for 
the older youth.

Watkins noted that most of the Yup’ik children 
who attended the events had Catholic parents 
and had seen the inside of a church, but they 
wanted to know more about it. Upon seeing a 
crucifi x, for example, children asked, “Why is 
He hanging there?” Watkins recalled. They also 
wondered why the Nativity scene included a barn 
and some “didn’t know how to make the Sign of 
the Cross,” she said.
 
It was a mission for which the teens were born 
— or re-born. According to Father Sensenig, 
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“Helping to proclaim the Gospel is an integral 
part of faith.”

Although the Kenai teens’ mission territory is 
Alaska, it is, in many ways, a foreign place to 
them. Travel into the Native villages is arduous. 
Supplies, which are barged in when weather 
permits, are few and prohibitively expensive. 
A gallon of ice cream is $16. A 16-ounce bottle 
of Coca-Cola costs $2.75. Many residents rely 
heavily on what they can fi sh and hunt. There 
is no cellular phone service. One village, Pitkas 
Point, has no modern water system.

There are “challenges of being in the Bush,” 
Father Sensenig admitted. But challenges are 
something Pope Benedict XVI has been issuing 
to young people ever since he was elected pope 
in 2005. “Do not waste your youth,” the pontiff 
exhorted teens in Brazil last year. “The church 
needs you, as young people, to manifest to the 
world the face of Jesus Christ.”

According to the Holy Father’s fi rst encyclical, 
“Deus Caritas Est” (God is Love), showing 
the love of God to others means “not simply” 
providing material help, “but refreshment and 
care for their souls, something which often is 
even more necessary.”
 
The recent mission trip refreshed both the 
teens and the ones they served. According to 
Father Sensenig, the trip gave teens a chance 
to experience a “vast diversity of cultures.” 
The experience “widens their eyes a bit” to the 
“rich tapestry of humanity,” to the devotion of 
Catholics of other cultures, and to the harsh 
reality of poverty, he said. (By Patricia Coll 
Freeman, Catholic Anchor, Anchorage, Alaska, 
September 2008 www.catholicanchor.org)

NOTRE-DAME-DU-CAP
50th Anniversary of Voluntas Dei

In 1958, at the request of Fr. Leo DESCHATELETS, 
Superior General, Fr. Louis-Marie PARENT 
founded in Quebec the Voluntas Dei Institute 
which today has 841 members spread throughout 
17 countries: 1 bishop, 141 priests, 6 deacons, 
35 celibate lay persons, 71 seminarians and 498 
associates who are married.

On Saturday, July 5, 2008, the Institute celebrated 
their anniversary during a Mass presided by 
Bishop Martin Veillete, in the basilica of Notre-

Dame-du-Cap, at Trois-Rivières.

Fr. Parent, retired now at the Notre-Dame 
community in Richelieu, marked his 98th 
birthday on July 12; he could not be present 
for the celebration. Present, however, were the 
provincial, Fr. Jean-Claude GILBERT and several 
other Oblates. (INFO OMI, July 15, 2008)

OMI LACOMBE
St. Eugene and Adult Catechesis
Canadian Martyrs Parish in Ottawa, Ontario, 
has recently created “Growing Our Adult 
Faith: Refl ections Illuminated by St. Eugene de 
Mazenod and the Oblate Charism”. This program 
ran for the fi rst time in May and June 2008.

The objectives of the program are to:
Identify barriers to an active faith; • 
Develop ways of addressing the barriers; • 
and 
Setting objectives for living an active faith • 
life.

A second set of objectives is to gain knowledge 
of the:

Oblate Charism; • 
Mission and Values of OMI Lacombe • 
Canada; and 
History and present ministry of OMI.• 

In its pilot version, the program ran one evening 
a week for fi ve weeks. It has been designed to be 
offered in a number of confi gurations, including, 
but not limited to: 

A weekend retreat, • 
A mission over consecutive sessions – fi ve • 
evenings; two evenings and one whole day, 
etc.– or, 
In shortened form as a one day exploration • 
of a more limited set of themes. 

The program grew out of discussions among 
the Oblate Partners in Mission (OPM) in the 
Ontario Local Community (OLC). Father Ed 
MACNEIL, Superior of the Springhurst Cluster, 
and Father Roy BOUCHER, Superior of OLC, 
lead this group of ordained, religious and lay 
people, committed to extending the charism of 
St. Eugene and Oblates in a secular society.

Ken Hart, a parishioner of Canadian Martyrs and 
member of OPM, assisted by Fathers Ed, Roy, 
and Robert SMITH, pastor of Canadian Martyrs, 
designed, constructed, and delivered the program. 
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Ken is a graduate of the Diploma in Ministry 
Program at St. Francis Xavier University.

The fi ve sessions were:
What Do You Say Faith Is?•  – an exploration 
of participants understanding of faith and 
their desire to grow in faith. This session also 
attempted to establish the basic biographical 
information about St. Eugene and the 
historical context in which he worked. 
Emmanuel!•  – a consideration of St. Eugene’s 
personal, passionate, unconditional 
relationship with Jesus and how we might 
understand this relationship in our world. 
Saved•  – St. Eugene’s focus on Christ as 
his personal savior and how that changes 

views on sin and sinfulness and enables us 
to grow and move forward to build God’s 
Kingdom. 
Nothing Left Undared – St Eugene’s • 
Apostolic Man, his “just do it” approach to 
ministry, and how this shaped the Oblates 
and the Rules. 
Give Light, Give Heat ...•  – OMI Lacombe 
Canada’s Mission and Values and where 
lay Catholics ‘fi t in’ and fi nd their own 
ministry.

For more information, please contact Ken directly 
at: kenneth.hart@sympatico.ca .(Submitted 
by Ken Hart in INFO Lacombe, 5 September 
2008)

Anniversaries for October 2008

65 Years of Religious Life
1943.10.03 07751  Fr. Joao Hébette  Belgium/Netherlands
1943.10.23 07753  Fr. André Matton  Belgium/Netherlands

60 Years of Religious Life
1948.10.01 08583  Fr. Colm O'Riain  Anglo-Irish
1948.10.05 08584  Fr. Bernhard Gabele  Central European
1948.10.26 08588  Fr. John McDermott  Anglo-Irish

50 Years of Religious Life
1958.10.05 10586  Fr. Michael Phelan  Anglo-Irish
1958.10.15 11382  Fr. Fernand Cosquer  France
1958.10.15 11029  Fr. Guy Midy  France

50 Years of Priesthood
1958.10.05 09864  Fr. Daniel Delabie  Belgium/Netherlands
1958.10.12 09595  Fr. Yves L'Hénoret  France

25 Years of Priesthood
1983.10.07 12545  Fr. Timothy Coonen  Lacombe
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“They are before God, bearing the sign, the kind of character proper to our Institute, the vows com-
mon to all its members, the fi rm habit of the same virtues.  We are linked to them by the bonds of a 
special charity.  They are still our brothers and we are theirs.  They now live in our mother-house, our 
main residence.  The prayers and the love they retain for us will one day draw us to them and we shall 
live in our place of rest together with them.” (Letter of Founder to Fr. Courtès, 22 July 1828)

No. 49-62

NAME  PROV./Del.  BORN  DIED AT  DATE

Fr. Antoine Debs France   10/11/1923 Strasbourg  18/07/2008

Bro. Albert Poirier Notre-Dame-du-Cap 08/06/1932 Val-des-Monts  23/07/2008

Fr. Paseka Maboloka Lesotho  21/04/1935 Mazenod  27/07/2008

Fr. James Halpin Anglo-Irish  30/03/1928 Athy   01/08/2008

Fr. Yves Caroff Philippines  08/02/1925 Cotabato  12/08/2008

Fr. Ciaran Earley Anglo-Irish  11/03/1944 Dublin   16/08/2008

Bro. Werner Köster Namibia  28/11/1930 Windhoek  21/08/2008

Fr. Melvin Cropley OMI Lacombe  20/09/1933 St. Albert  25/08/2008

Fr. Harold Kaufmann OMI Lacombe  06/07/1930 Saskatoon  25/08/2008

Fr. Alfred Proulx Notre-Dame-du-Cap 07/07/1935 Trois-Rivières  29/08/2008

Fr. Gerardo Leclaire Bolivia   05/10/1935 Santa Cruz  30/08/2008

Fr. Paul Ischler United States  29/06/1914 Saint Paul  02/09/2008

Fr. Daniel Meehan Brazil   21/09/1933 Poços de Caldas 05/09/2008

Bro. Jean-Marie Hoellinger  France  18/08/1924 Strasbourg  09/09/2008


